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Abstract
In this paper, we prove the off-shell equation satisfied by the transfer matrix associated with the XXZ 
spin- 12 chain on the segment with two generic integrable boundaries acting on the Bethe vector. The essen-
tial step is to prove that the expression of the action of a modified creation operator on the Bethe vector has 
an off-shell structure which results in an inhomogeneous term in the eigenvalues and Bethe equations of the 
corresponding transfer matrix.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
In the last decade, the study of the spectral problems associated with quantum integrable mod-
els which are not invariant by U(1) symmetry has been an active research field. The prototype 
model is the XXZ spin- 12 chain on the segment with general boundary conditions, see [4,7] for 
the Hamiltonian in our notations. For non-diagonal boundaries, although the model is known to 
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[29,30], could not be directly applied due to the lack of a reference state for the transfer matrix.1
There were many attempts to overcome this problem: by introducing constraints between the left 
and the right boundary parameters [8,32,24,25], by considering specific non-diagonal integrable 
boundaries2 and introducing a new structure for the Bethe vector [6,28], or by developing alter-
native methods to the Bethe ansatz [2,17,21], including the separation of variables (SoV) [26,16]
method. More historic details can be found in [4].
Recently, an essential step to construct the solution of quantum integrable models without 
U(1) symmetry by means of the Bethe ansatz was accomplished by the introduction of the 
so-called off-diagonal Bethe ansatz (ODBA) [9,10]. The key point is the use, as an ansatz to 
characterize the spectrum of such models, of a modified T-Q Baxter equation which exhibits an 
additional inhomogeneous term.
These results brought the questions: what are the Bethe vector associated with the new eigen-
values and, in addition, can the new inhomogeneous term be obtained solely from an ABA 
perspective?
The first progress arose in [5], where the Bethe vector of the XXX spin- 12 chain on the segment 
were conjectured from the modified T-Q Baxter equation [10]. In [4,7] the origin of the additional 
inhomogeneous term was clarified by means of a modified algebraic Bethe ansatz (MABA). In 
the MABA we drop the quest of the reference state and just focus on the construction of a 
highest weight vector for the underlying reflection algebra. In this framework, the additional 
term is understood as the action of a modified creation operator on the off-shell Bethe vector.3
Such off-shell action was proved for the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) 
model (a degenerate case of the XXZ spin- 12 chain on the segment with non-diagonal boundaries) 
in [12]. This proof uses the so-called F-basis [22] to analyze the pole structure of the creation 
operator. Let us also mention that a proof of the Bethe vector expression, solely for the on-shell 
case, was proposed from the ODBA for the XXX, in [33], and XXZ, in [34], spin- 12 chains on 
the segment. In this case, the canonical SoV-basis [16] was used.
Here we prove the validity of MABA approach for the transfer matrix of the finite XXZ spin- 12
chain on the segment with two generic boundaries. The expression of the off-shell Bethe vector 
of this model were conjectured in [7]. Let us recall that the construction of the Bethe vector 
follows the steps:
• Find the highest weight representation for the operators that describe the model through 
the generalized quantum inverse scattering method [30]. This was done in [8] from a local 
gauge transformation. This is possible if the dynamical right reflection matrix is diagonal or 
upper-triangular.
• Use the gauge transformation to map the transfer matrix to a modified lower triangular form 
[7] or to a modified diagonal form [5]. This step introduces the modified operator used to 
construct the Bethe vector (which is built from applying successively the modified operator 
on the highest weight vector).
1 For models with U(1) symmetry and q not root of unit, the reference state corresponds to the highest weight vector 
of the finite dimensional representation of the underlying algebra.
2 In a way such that a reference state for the transfer matrix can still be identified.
3 A Bethe vector is said to be off-shell if it depends on arbitrary parameters and on-shell if these parameters satisfy the 
Bethe equations.
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of the modified operators on the highest weight representation to obtain the off-shell action of 
the transfer matrix. This action has a new term with an additional modified creation operator 
acting on the Bethe vector.
• Show that the new term has a wanted–unwanted structure. From direct resolution of chains 
with small length (N = 1, 2), we notice that this is possible if the number of creation op-
erators equals the length of the chain. We observe that these wanted–unwanted terms give 
the inhomogeneous part in the eigenvalues and in the Bethe equations of the transfer matrix 
introduced in the context of the ODBA. This step was performed in [7].
In this paper, we prove the explicit form of the off-shell action of the modified creation oper-
ator on the off-shell Bethe vector using the canonical SoV-basis [16]. As an additional result, we 
make the explicit link between the MABA and the SoV [16,26] and ODBA [10,33,34] methods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of the transfer matrix 
of XXZ spin- 12 chain on the segment in the generalized quantum inverse scattering framework as 
well as the gauge transformation that yields the dynamical operators. In Section 3, we recall the 
highest weight representation of the dynamical operators and introduce the modified dynamical 
operators. In Section 4, we implement the MABA and in Section 5 we prove the action formula 
of the modified creation operator on the off-shell Bethe vector. The connection with the ODBA 
and SoV methods is given in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
2. Generalized quantum inverse scattering and gauge transformation
The transfer matrix of the finite XXZ spin- 12 chain on the segment is constructed following 
the generalized quantum inverse scattering framework [30]. Here we recall only the essential 
features, more details in our notations can be found in [4,7]. From the trigonometric R-matrix, 
which acts on Va ⊗ Vb ,4
Rab(u) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
b(qu) 0 0 0
0 b(u) 1 0
0 1 b(u) 0
0 0 0 b(qu)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , b(u) = u− u−1q − q−1 , (2.1)
and from the K-matrices [15], which act on V ,
K−(u) =
(
k−(u) τ 2 c(u)
τ˜ 2 c(u) k−(u−1)
)
, k−(u) = ν−u+ ν+u−1, c(u) = u2 − u−2, (2.2)
K+(u) =
(
k+(qu) κ˜2 c(qu)
κ2 c(qu) k+(q−1u−1)
)
, k+(u) = +u+ −u−1, (2.3)
where {±, κ, κ˜} and {ν±, τ, τ˜ } are generic parameters, one constructs the transfer matrix, that 
acts on the Hilbert space H= ⊗Ni=1Vi ,
t (u) = tra(K+a (u)Ka(u)), (2.4)
where
4 In this work, we only use two-dimensional complex vector spaces, i.e. V =C2.
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=
(
A (u) B(u)
C (u) D(u)+ 1
b(qu2)
A (u)
)
a
(2.6)
is the double row monodromy matrix that acts on Va ⊗H. This formalism allows one to refor-
mulate the problem in the operator language. The transfer matrix is given by,
t (u) = φ(u)k+(u)A (u) + k+(q−1u−1)D(u) + c(qu)
(
κ2B(u) + κ˜2C (u)
)
, (2.7)
with
φ(u) = b(q
2u2)
b(qu2)
. (2.8)
An important point in the ABA framework is the existence of a highest weight vector which 
is annihilated by the operator C (u) and which is an eigenstate of the operators A (u) and D(u). 
This vector exists when we have an upper triangular K− matrix. However, for generic K− ma-
trix, one needs to use the gauge transformation [1,8] in order to define new double-row operators 
that are dynamical, i.e. they depend of an additional parameter said dynamical, and to be able 
to construct such highest weight vector. In addition, the gauge transformation allow us to elimi-
nate the dynamical creation and/or annihilation operators in the transfer matrix expression. The 
building blocks of the gauge transformation are the covariant vectors,
|X(u,m)〉 =
(
αq−mu−1
1
)
, |Y(u,m)〉 =
(
βqmu−1
1
)
, (2.9)
and the contravariant vectors,
〈X˜(u,m)| = qu
γm−1
(−1, αq−mu−1 ) , 〈Y˜ (u,m)| = qu
γm+1
(
1, −βqmu−1 ) , (2.10)
where α and β are generic complex parameters, m is an integer and γ (u, m) = αq−mu −βqmu−1
with γ (1, m) = γm. They satisfy the shifted scalar products,
〈X˜(u,m)|X(u,m)〉 = 〈Y˜ (u,m)|Y(u,m)〉 = 0, (2.11)
〈X˜(u,m + 1)|Y(u,m − 1)〉 = 〈Y˜ (u,m − 1)|X(u,m + 1)〉 = 1, (2.12)
as well as the shifted closure relation,
|Y(u,m − 1)〉〈X˜(u,m + 1)| + |X(u,m+ 1)〉〈Y˜ (u,m− 1)| =
(
1 0
0 1
)
. (2.13)
From these vectors we can introduce the dynamical operators,
C (u,m) = 〈X˜(u,m)|Ka(u)|X(u−1,m)〉, (2.14)
B(u,m) = 〈Y˜ (u,m)|Ka(u)|Y(u−1,m)〉, (2.15)
A (u,m) = 〈Y˜ (u,m − 2)|Ka(u)|X(u−1,m)〉, (2.16)
D(u,m) = γm+1
γm
〈X˜(u,m + 2)|Ka(u)|Y(u−1,m)〉 − γ (u
−2,m+ 1)
b(qu2)γm
A (u,m) (2.17)
such that the transfer matrix can be written in the following way,
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(
ζmB(u,m) − ζ˜mC (u,m)
)
, (2.18)
with
ζm = κ
2
γm
(
αq−m−1 + i κ˜ξ
κξ˜
)(
αq−m−1 + i κ˜ ξ˜
κξ
)
,
ζ˜m = κ
2
γm
(
βqm−1 + i κ˜ξ
κξ˜
)(
βqm−1 + i κ˜ ξ˜
κξ
)
, (2.19)
and the new parametrization,
− = iκ˜κ
(
ξ/ξ˜ + ξ˜ /ξ), + = iκ˜κ(ξ ξ˜ + 1/(ξ˜ξ)). (2.20)
The term td(u, m), which is the diagonal part of the transfer matrix, is given by
td (u,m) = a˜(u,m)A (u,m)+ d˜(u,m)D(u,m), (2.21)
where
a˜(u,m) = a˜(u) − δmφ(q−1u−1)u−1c(qu), d˜(u,m) = d˜(u) + u−1c(qu)δm (2.22)
with
a˜(u) = u−1φ(u)k˜+(u), d˜(u) = u−1k˜+(q−1u−1), (2.23)
k˜+(u) = iκ˜κ(ξ˜u + ξ˜−1u−1)(ξ−1u+ ξu−1), (2.24)
and
δm = κ
2
γm+1
(
αq−m−1 + i κ˜ξ
κξ˜
)(
βqm+1 + i κ˜ ξ˜
κξ
)
. (2.25)
Let us introduce finally a bookkeeping notation. For generic gauge parameters {α, β} the 
dynamical operators are denoted by,
{A (u,m),B(u,m),C (u,m),D(u,m)}.
If we consider some fixed gauge parameters {αx, βx} we denote the corresponding fixed dynam-
ical operators with indices, namely,
{Ax(u,m),Bx(u,m),Cx(u,m),Dx(u,m)}.
3. Representation theory and modified operators
In order to consider the diagonalization of the transfer matrix in the framework of the gener-
alized quantum inverse scattering method, we want first to introduce a suitable basis to construct 
the Bethe vector. In particular, since we want a highest weight representation, it can be built for 
the dynamical operators with the choice of gauge parameters
α ⇒ αdr = iqm0+N τμ
τ˜ μ˜
, β ⇒ βdr = iq−m0−N τμ˜
τ˜μ
, (3.1)
which corresponds to bring the dynamical right K−-matrix to a diagonal form, see [8] for details. 
As a consequence, it allows us to construct the highest weight vector,
|N 〉dr = ⊗N |X(vi,m0 + i)〉dr (3.2)m0 i=1
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Adr (u,m0)|Nm0〉dr = u k˜−(u)(u)|Nm0〉dr , (3.3)
Ddr (u,m0)|Nm0〉dr = uφ(q−1u−1)k˜−(q−1u−1)(q−1u−1)|Nm0〉dr , (3.4)
Cdr (u,m0)|Nm0〉dr = 0, (3.5)
where
(u) =
N∏
i=1
b(qu/vi)b(quvi), (3.6)
and
k˜−(u) = iτ˜ τ (μu+ μ−1u−1)(μ˜−1u+ μ˜u−1), (3.7)
with the new parametrization
ν− = iτ˜ τ
(
μ/μ˜+ μ˜/μ), ν+ = iτ˜ τ(μμ˜+ 1/(μμ˜)). (3.8)
Moreover the dynamical operator Bdr is dynamically nilpotent of order N + 1,
Bdr (u,m0 + 2N)Bdr (u1,m0 + 2(N − 1)) . . .Bdr (uN ,m0) = 0, (3.9)
where u¯ = {u1, . . . , uN } is a set of N generic parameters.
Let us now consider the string of M operators acting on the highest weight vector,
Bdr (uj1 ,m0 + 2(M − 1)) . . .Bdr (ujM ,m0)|Nm0〉dr (3.10)
where M ∈ {0, . . . , N} and {uj1, . . . , ujM } is some subset of cardinality M of u¯. Since the vectors 
(3.10) are independent for generic u¯, from these vectors and for fixed M we generate a subspace 
Wm0M of dimension 
(
N
M
)
= N !
M!(N−M)! in the Hilbert space. The highest weight representation 
induces the decomposition
H=
N⊕
M=0
Wm0M (3.11)
of the Hilbert space. Indeed the total dimension of the sum on the r.h.s. is
N∑
M=0
(
N
M
)
= 2N. (3.12)
Thus, in order to construct the Bethe vector of the model, we are looking for a linear combi-
nation of the vectors (3.10). However, fixing the full family of coefficients is a hard task. It was 
performed for small N in the case of the XXX chain on the segment [5], by using the a priori
knowledge of the eigenvalues. It appears that the Bethe vector factorizes in terms of a modified 
creation operator. This modified creation operator and the associated family of other modified 
operators are the key step to implement the MABA without the knowledge of the eigenvalues. 
These operators are linear combinations of the ones used to construct the highest weight repre-
sentation. This modified family of operators reduces the transfer matrix to a modified diagonal 
form (see below) and the commutation relations are similar to the diagonal boundary case. Thus, 
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cases by simple limit. Indeed, for the choice of the gauge parameters,
α ⇒ αdl(M) = −iq1+m0+2M ξκ˜
ξ˜κ
, β ⇒ βdl(M) = −iq1−m0−2M ξ˜ κ˜
ξκ
, (3.13)
the dynamical transfer matrix (2.21) at the point m0 + 2M takes a modified diagonal form, i.e. it 
depends only in A and D operators, namely
t (u) = tdl(u,m0 + 2M) = a˜(u)Adl(u,m0 + 2M) + d˜(u)Ddl(u,m0 + 2M). (3.14)
Thus it becomes natural to consider Bdl(u, m) as a modified creation operator that we will use 
to construct the Bethe vector. In the following, to apply the ABA, we will need the commutation 
relations
Bdl(u,m + 2)Bdl(v,m) =Bdl(v,m+ 2)Bdl(u,m), (3.15)
Adl(u,m + 2)Bdl(v,m) = f (u, v)Bdl(v,m)Adl(u,m)
+gdl(u, v,m)Bdl(u,m)Adl(v,m) +wdl(u, v,m)Bdl(u,m)Ddl(v,m), (3.16)
Ddl(u,m+ 2)Bdl(v,m) = h(u, v)Bdl(v,m)Ddl(u,m)
+ kdl(u, v,m)Bdl(u,m)Ddl(v,m)+ ndl(u, v,m)Bdl(u,m)Adl(v,m) (3.17)
obtained from the method described in [8] and with functions defined in Appendix A. See also 
[7] for details.
An important fact is that the operators of the two families are related by linear relations. In 
particular we have
Adl(u,p) =Adr (u,m) + c(p,m)Cdr (u,m) + b(p,m)Bdl(u,p − 2) (3.18)
Ddl(u,p) =Ddr (u,m) − φ(u)c(p,m)Cdr (u,m)− φ(u)b(p,m)Bdl(u,p − 2) (3.19)
with
b(p,m) = αdr − q
m−pαdl
αdr − qm+p−2βdl , c(p,m) =
qm−pβdr − βdl
q2−m−pαdr − βdl . (3.20)
It allows to find the action of the operators of the modified transfer matrix (2.21) on the highest 
weight vector (3.2), namely
Adl(u,m0)|Nm0〉dr = u k˜−(u)(u)|Nm0〉dr + ηm0Bdl(u,m0 − 2)|Nm0〉dr , (3.21)
Ddl(u,m0)|Nm0〉dr = uφ(q−1u−1)k˜−(q−1u−1)(q−1u−1)|Nm0〉dr
−φ(u)ηm0Bdl(u,m0 − 2)|Nm0〉dr , (3.22)
with
ηm0 = b(m0,m0) =
αdr − αdl
αdr − βdlq2m0−2 . (3.23)
Remark 3.1. These actions have an off-diagonal contribution characteristic of the MABA already 
pointed out in [5,4,7].
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From the modified dynamical Bdl operator, used as creation operator, we construct the string 
of M operators
Bdl(u¯,m,M) =Bdl(u1,m+ 2(M − 1)) . . .Bdl(uM,m), (4.1)
and act with it on the highest weight vector (3.2). It yields the vector,
|Mm0(u¯)〉 = Bdl(u¯,m0,M)|Nm0〉dr . (4.2)
Using the commutation relations (3.15), (3.16), (3.17), the off-diagonal actions on the highest 
weight vector (3.21), (3.22), and the functional relations (A.8), (A.9) to simplify the term with 
the additional Bdl operator, we obtain from the usual algebraic Bethe ansatz arguments, see [7]
for more details, the off-shell action for the modified transfer matrix,
tdl(u,m0 + 2M)|Mm0(u¯)〉 = Md (u, u¯)|Mm0(u¯)〉 +
M∑
i=1
F˜ (u,ui)E
M
d (ui, u¯i)|Mm0({u, u¯i})〉
+ ηˆm0u−1c(qu)Bdl({u, u¯},m0 − 2,M + 1)|Nm0〉dr , (4.3)
with
Md (u, u¯) = φ(u)k˜+(u)k˜−(u)(u)f (u, u¯)+ φ(q−1u−1)
× k˜+(q−1u−1)k˜−(q−1u−1)(q−1u−1)h(u, u¯), (4.4)
EMd (ui, u¯i) = φ(q−1u−1i )φ(ui)
(
k˜+(ui)k˜−(ui)(ui)f (ui, u¯i)
− k˜+(q−1u−1i )k˜−(q−1u−1i )(q−1u−1i )h(ui, u¯i)
)
, (4.5)
ηˆm0 = q−1κ2γ dlm0−1ηm0 (4.6)
and where we denote the set u¯ = {u1, . . . , uM} with cardinality M , the set u¯i = {u1, u2, . . . , ui−1,
ui+1, . . . , uM}, where the element ui is removed, and the set {u, u¯i} as the union of u and u¯i .
Remark 4.1. From the requirement ηˆm0 = 0 we recover the result of [8] which implies con-
straints between left and right boundary parameters. See [4,7] for more details about the limit 
cases.
The new feature, characteristic of the MABA, is the presence of the string of M + 1 creation 
operators in the off-shell equation (4.3). This term can be handled according to the following 
proposition,
Proposition 4.1. For M = N , the length of the spin chain, the string of N + 1 modified creation 
operators Bdl acting on the highest weight vector (3.2) has an off-shell structure given by,
ηˆm0u
−1c(qu)Bdl({u, u¯},m0 − 2,N + 1)|Nm0〉dr = Ng (u, u¯)|Nm0(u¯)〉
+
N∑
i=1
F˜ (u,ui)E
N
g (ui, u¯i)|Nm0({u, u¯i})〉 (4.7)
with
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ENg (ui, u¯i) = −χ
c(ui)c(q
−1u−1i )
b(qu2i )
(ui)(q
−1u−1i )G(ui, u¯i) (4.9)
and
χ = −κκ˜τ τ˜
(κτ
κ˜τ˜
+ κ˜ τ˜
κτ
+ ξμ˜
ξ˜μ
qN+1 + ξ˜μ
ξμ˜
q−N−1
)
. (4.10)
The function (u) is given by (3.6) and the constant factor ηˆm0 by (4.6). The auxiliary functions 
c(u), b(u), F˜ (u, v) and G(u, v) are collected in Appendix A, see equations (A.1) and (A.2).
The proof of this proposition will be postponed to the next section.
Remark 4.2. This new term gives the inhomogeneous part of the modified T-Q Baxter equation 
introduced in the ODBA approach [10] and recovered from the SoV approach in [20].
Remark 4.3. The expression of the off-shell action of the modified creation operators Bdl con-
jectured in [7] have additional terms. These terms come from the shift of m0 by −2 of the l.h.s.
of the equation (4.7) here by comparison of the l.h.s. of the equation (5.13) in [7]. This differ-
ence is due to the way we apply the MABA: in [7], we put the transfer matrix into a triangular 
modified form and here we put the transfer matrix into a diagonal modified form. In both cases 
the off-shell Bethe vector are the same, up to an overall constant.
The Proposition 4.1 allows us to write the main result of this paper, i.e., the expression of the 
off-shell action of the transfer matrix with two general boundaries on the Bethe vector (4.2),
t (u)|Nm0(u¯)〉 = N(u, u¯)|Nm0(u¯)〉 +
N∑
i=1
F˜ (u,ui)E
N(ui, u¯i)|Nm0({u, u¯i})〉 (4.11)
with
N(u, u¯) = Nd (u, u¯)+Ng (u, u¯), EN(ui, u¯i) = ENd (ui, u¯i)+ENg (ui, u¯i), (4.12)
where the modified diagonal part is given by (4.4), (4.5) and the off-diagonal contribution by 
(4.8), (4.9). For EN(ui, u¯i ) = 0, which are the Bethe’s equations of the model, we obtain the on-
shell action of the transfer matrix which describes the eigenproblem of the transfer matrix (2.18).
5. Proof of the off-shell action (4.7)
In this section we prove the off-shell equation (4.7), which is the core equation of the MABA. 
We will use the left SoV basis of the dynamical Bdl operator constructed in [16]. Let us consider 
the left-vector given by the product of the contravariant vectors (2.10),
dl〈Nm | = ⊗Nn=1dl〈Y˜ (vn,m+ n)| (5.1)
It is shown in [16] that it is a pseudo-eigenvector of the dynamical Bdl operator,5 namely,
5 The term pseudo-eigenvector rather than eigenvector is due to the shift of m.
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Nm−2|ηNmb(u) (5.2)
with
ηNm = −qτ˜ 2
(
qN+mβdl − i μ˜τ
μτ˜
)(
qN+mβdl − i μτ
μ˜τ˜
) γ dlm
γ dlm+Nγ dlm+N+1
(5.3)
and
b(u) = uc(u)
N∏
n=1
b(qu/vn)b(uvn). (5.4)
It follows that the vectors
dl〈˜m(h¯)| = dl〈Nm |A h1dl (v−11 ,m+ 2) . . .A hNdl (v−1N ,m+ 2) (5.5)
with h¯ = {h1, . . . , hN } and hi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , N , are pseudo-eigenvectors of the dynamical 
Bdl operator,
dl〈˜m(h¯)|Bdl(u,m) =
(
ηNmb(u)
N∏
i=1
f (v−1i , u)
hi
)
dl〈˜m−2(h¯)| (5.6)
and its pseudo-spectrum is simple for generic inhomogeneity parameters, see [16] for details. 
Thus the SoV basis (5.5) describe the full Hilbert space H.
Then, using the left-SoV-basis (5.5), we can project the equation (4.7) on the 2N one-
dimensional subsets of the Hilbert space H. It reduces the equation (4.7) to functional relations 
which we can prove by usual analytical methods. In fact, let us first consider the projection of 
the string of dynamical operators Bdl . From the properties of the SoV-basis we find,
dl〈˜m0+2(N−1)(h¯)|Bdl({u¯, u},m0 − 2,N + 1)|Nm0〉dr
= b(u)b(u¯)W(h¯)
N+1∏
i=1
ηNm0+2(N−i)
( N∏
i=1
f (v−1i , u)
hi f (v−1i , u¯)
hi
)
dl〈Nm0−4|Nm0〉dr ,
(5.7)
dl〈˜m0+2(N−1)(h¯)|Bdl({u¯j , u},m0,N)|Nm0〉dr
= b(u)b(u¯j )W(h¯)
N∏
i=1
ηNm0+2(N−i)
( N∏
i=1
f (v−1i , u)
hi f (v−1i , u¯j )
hi
)
dl〈Nm0−2|Nm0〉dr ,
(5.8)
where we have used the formula,
dl〈˜m(h¯)|Nm0〉dr = W(h¯)dl〈Nm |Nm0〉dr , (5.9)
with
W(h¯) =
N∏
i=1
(
v−1i k˜
−(v−1i )(v
−1
i )
)hi (5.10)
which follows from the recursion relation,6
6 This recursion relation is proved in [34].
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Nm0〉dr =
(
v−1N k˜
−(v−1N )(v
−1
N )
)hN
dl〈˜m−2(h¯N )|Nm0〉dr (5.11)
and where we have
dl〈Nm |Nm0〉dr =
N∏
n=1
dl〈Y˜ (vn,m+ n)|X(vn,m0 + n)〉dr
=
N∏
n=1
q
(
αdrq
−m0−n − βdlqm+n
)
γm+n+1
. (5.12)
By means of these projections, we reduce the matrix equation (4.7) to the functional equations,
−χu−1c(qu) = 
N
g (u, u¯)
b(u)
∏N
j=1 f (v
−1
j , u)
hj
+
N∑
i=1
F˜ (u,ui)
ENg (ui, u¯i)
b(ui)
∏N
j=1 f (v
−1
j , ui)
hj
,
(5.13)
where we use
ηˆm0η
N
m0−2
dl〈Nm0−4|Nm0〉dr
dl〈Nm0−2|Nm0〉dr
= −χ. (5.14)
Using the explicit form (4.8), (4.9), we reduce the proof to the checking the 2N functional 
relations,
N∑
i=1
1
b(quui)b(u/ui)
P (ui, v¯, h¯)∏
n=i b(quiun)b(ui/un)
= P(u, v¯, h¯)∏N
n=1 b(quun)b(u/un)
− 1 (5.15)
with
P(u, v¯, h¯) =
N∏
i=1
(
b(uvi)b(qu/vi)
)hi (b(quvi)b(u/vi))1−hi . (5.16)
It can be proved by considering left and right side of the equation (5.15) as two meromorphic 
functions of u and showing that they have the same poles and residues (at u = ui and u =
q−1u−1i ) on the full complex plane and the same values at u = ∞ and u = 0. One uses the 
property P(u, v¯, h¯) = P(q−1u−1, v¯, h¯).
6. Connection with the ODBA and the SoV methods
The ODBA and the SoV methods use the analytic properties of the transfer matrix. It is a 
Laurent series in u of degree 2N + 4 and satisfy the parity condition and the crossing symmetry, 
see e.g. [10],
t (−u) = t (u), t (q−1u−1) = t (u). (6.1)
It follows from these two properties that the transfer matrix can be rewritten as a polynomial of
U(u) = qu
2 + q−1u−2
q + q−1 (6.2)
of degree N + 2 with coefficients ti acting on H.
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N+2∑
i=0
tiU(u)
i . (6.3)
We note that this variable U(u) is used to extract the q-Onsager algebra from the reflection 
equation [2,3]. To fix any polynomial of degree N + 2 one has to find N + 3 values at distinct 
points. From the explicit form of the transfer matrix (2.4) in terms of the R-matrix (2.1), the 
K-matrices (2.3) and (2.2), it is a simple exercise to find that
t (1) = (q + q−1)(ν+ + ν−)(+ + −)
N∏
i=1
b(qvi)b(qv
−1
i ), (6.4)
t (i) = (q + q−1)(ν− − ν+)(− − +)
N∏
j=1
b(iqvj )b(iqv
−1
j ), (6.5)
lim
u→∞ t (u) =
u4+2Nq2+N
(q − q−1)2N (κ˜
2τ˜ 2 + κ2τ 2)+O(u2+2N) (6.6)
which fixes 3 points. To get the remaining N points the properties of the R-matrix and the K-
matrices, see [10] for the proof, allows to relate the transfer matrix with the Sklyanin determinant 
from the relation
t (q−1vi)t (vi) = Detq(K
+(q−1vi)K(q−1vi))
b(qv2i )b(qv
−2
i )
(6.7)
where
Detq(K+(u)K(u))
= b(u2)b(q−4u−2)k˜+(qu)k˜−(qu)k˜+(q−1u−1)k˜−(q−1u−1)(qu)(q−1u−1). (6.8)
This relation is the core of the SoV and the ODBA methods. Using the polynomial properties of 
the transfer matrix, the t (q−1vi) can be related to the t (vi) by Lagrange interpolation (see below 
the SoV characterization of the spectrum). It leads to N quadratic relations on the t (vi) and gives 
at most 2N solutions from the Bézout theorem. The ODBA proposes an analytical ansatz for the 
Baxter T-Q relation that satisfy the conditions (6.1), (6.4), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) evaluated on 
some unknown eigenstate of the transfer matrix.
6.1. Connection with the ODBA
The key step in the ODBA was to propose a modified (or inhomogeneous) Baxter T-Q equa-
tion of the form
N(u, u¯)QN(u, u¯) = ψ(u)QN(q−1u, u¯)+ ψ(q−1u−1)QN(qu, u¯)
+ χc(u)c(q−1u−1)(u)(q−1u−1) (6.9)
with
QN(u) = G(u, u¯)−1, ψ(u) = φ(u)k˜+(u)k˜−(u)(u) (6.10)
and the Bethe equation (4.12) ensuring the analyticity of the eigenvalues. The most important 
point is the addition of an inhomogeneous term in the ansatz such that the conditions (6.1), (6.4), 
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In the MABA context, the relation (6.9) appears naturally as a consequence of the algebraic 
properties of the double-row monodromy operators, see (4.12).
In [10] another ansatz depending on the parity of the length of the chain N was proposed, actu-
ally it appears that there is an infinite family of modified Baxter T-Q equations which parametrize 
the spectrum of the transfer matrix. Here, from the MABA we recover the minimal solution 
with N Bethe roots (6.9) that is equivalent of (4.12). This minimal modified Baxter T-Q equation 
and the associated Bethe equations were shown from the SoV to give the complete description 
of the spectrum for the inhomogeneous case [20] and numerical evidence show that it should 
remains the case in the homogeneous limit.
Moreover, from the modified Baxter T-Q equation (6.9) and projection of the Bethe vector 
with the left SoV basis similar to the one we use here, the on-shell Bethe vector has been obtained 
in [33,34]. The MABA gives the algebraic construction of the off-shell Bethe vector and allows, 
by limit or by imposing constraints between left and right boundary parameters, to recover the 
previous results in the literature, see [7] for details.
6.2. Connection with the SoV characterization of the spectrum
The SoV representation of the spectral problem of the transfer matrix is given [16] (up to some 
restrictions for the values of the boundary parameters and of the inhomogeneous parameters, see 
in [16]) by
N(u) =
N∑
j=1
N(vj )gj (u) + f (u) (6.11)
with
gj (u) = U(u)
2 − 1
U(vj )2 − 1
N∏
k=1,k =j
U(u)−U(vk)
U(vj )−U(vk) (6.12)
and
f (u) = N(1)U(u)+ 1
U(1) + 1
N∏
k=1
U(u)−U(vk)
1 −U(vk) +
N(i)
U(u) − 1
U(i) − 1
N∏
k=1
U(vk)−U(u)
1 +U(vk)
+ (q + q
−1)N+2
(q − q−1)2N (κ˜
2τ˜ 2 + κ2τ 2)(U(u)2 − 1)
N∏
k=1
(U(u) −U(vk)), (6.13)
provided that the N(vj ) satisfy the quadratic relations induced by the relation (6.7) and the 
interpolation formula (6.11) at u = q−1vi . It is proven in [20] that this representation is complete 
and that it is equivalent to the modified T-Q Baxter equation (6.9).
6.3. Connection with the SoV states
To give the SoV states, let us recall the right-SoV-basis used to construct the eigenstates of 
the transfer matrix. Following [16] we introduce the right pseudo-vacuum
|N 〉dl = ⊗N |Y(vn,m+ n)〉dl (6.14)m n=1
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Bdl(u,m)|Nm〉dl = η˜Nm˜b(u)|Nm+2〉dl (6.15)
with
η˜Nm = −qτ˜ 2
(
q−N+mβdl − i μ˜τ
μτ˜
)(
q−N+mβdl − i μτ
μ˜τ˜
) 1
γ dlm+1
(6.16)
and
˜b(u) = uc(u)
N∏
n=1
b(quvn)b(u/vn). (6.17)
The other states are constructed from the action of the operator
Dˆ(u,m) = γm+1
γm
〈X˜(u,m + 2)|K(u)|Y(u−1,m)〉 (6.18)
and are given by
|˜m(h¯)〉dl =
N∏
i=1
(
Dˆdl(vi,m)
)1−hi |Nm〉dl . (6.19)
The action of the Bdl(u, m) operator on these states is
Bdl(u,m)|˜m(h¯)〉dl = η˜Nm˜b(u)
N∏
i=1
(
f (vi, u)
)1−hi |˜m+2(h¯)〉dl . (6.20)
The SoV states are given in [16], up to an overall normalization, by
|〉SoV =
∑
h¯
1
μNm(h¯)
N∏
j=1
( N(v−1j )
vj k˜+(v−1j )φ(v
−1
j )
)hj |˜m+2(h¯)〉dl, (6.21)
where the N(v−1j ) are fixed from the quadratic relation (6.7) and the interpolation for-
mula (6.11). We note that in [16] the gauge parameter β is arbitrary and we restrict here to 
the case β = βdl to make the link with the Bethe vector (4.2) with M = N . The μNm(h¯) is the 
diagonal element of the scalar product between left and right SoV basis
dl〈˜m(h¯)|˜m+2(k¯)〉dl = μNm(h¯)
N∏
i=1
δhi ,ki (6.22)
explicitly given by
μNm(h¯) =
N∏
i=1
η¯Nm−2(i−1)
γ dlm+1+i
v
−2hi+1
i c(vi)b(q
−2hi+1v2i )
×
N∏
j<i
b(q−2hj+1vj /vi)b(q−hj−hi+1vi/vj )b(q−2hj+1vivj )b(qhj−hi vivj ) (6.23)
where
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γ dlm+Nγ dlm+1+N
γ dlm
. (6.24)
To relate this result with the on-shell Bethe vector (4.2) with M = N constructed from the 
MABA we project both vectors with the left SoV-basis. For the Bethe vector we use the for-
mula (5.8) with u = ui and for the SoV vector we use the scalar product between left and right 
SoV-basis (6.22). Thus we obtain in both cases, up to a overall constant, the same function, 
for each of the 2N components, that show the equivalence of the two characterizations for the 
eigenstates of the transfer matrix.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we have proved the expression of the off-shell action of the modified creation 
operator on the Bethe vector, see Proposition 4.1. Thus we give the proof of the off-shell action 
of the transfer matrix of the XXZ spin chain on the segment conjectured in [7] and before in 
some limit cases [5,4]. The proof uses the left SoV basis [16] and exhibits similarities with the 
proof of the on-shell Bethe vector from the ODBA method [34].
This shows the deep relation between the MABA, the ODBA and the SoV methods. Indeed, 
the MABA explains the algebraic origin of the inhomogeneous term in the modified T-Q Bax-
ter equation introduced in [10] from the ODBA, as a modification of the analytical Bethe ansatz. 
Moreover it provides a correspondence between the Bethe vector and the eigenvectors in the SoV 
framework, completing the link already done for the eigenvalues in [20]. Let us add that it implies 
the existence of a modified coordinate Bethe ansatz whose wave function can be obtained by pro-
jection of the on-shell Bethe vector on the appropriate basis, extending the constrained boundary 
cases obtained in [13,14] to generic boundaries. Thus the MABA incorporates the different BA 
(ODBA, Analytical BA, ABA, Coordinate BA) and is equivalent in the inhomogeneous case to 
the SoV.
The SoV method yields a proof of the completeness of the spectrum, at least in the inhomoge-
neous case, which can be extended to the MABA and, by complementarity, the MABA provides 
a regularization for the SoV such that the homogeneous limit is well defined. We remark that 
such a connection was already used in the case of the XXX spin chain on the circle in [23], 
where the completeness of the Bethe ansatz solution was proved. Thus it seems that the complete 
description of the spectral problem of finite dimensional quantum integrable models constructed 
from the Yang–Baxter and reflection equations can be handled by both the Bethe ansatz and SoV 
methods.
It could be also of interest to relate the MABA for the XXZ spin chain on the segment with 
other known methods such as the q-Onsager approach [2] or the non-polynomial solution from 
the homogeneous Baxter T-Q relation [21].
The knowledge of the Bethe vector is the first step to consider the correlation functions of 
the XXZ spin chain on the segment in the ABA framework. An important question will be to 
understand the structure of the scalar product of the Bethe vector and see if some determinant 
representation can be obtained by analogy with the diagonal case [19]. Let us mention the recent 
algebraic functional approach [18] used in the diagonal case that should allow to find integral 
representations of the scalar product from our off-shell results.
Other interesting questions will be to apply the MABA to other models such as periodic spin 
chains without U(1) symmetry where the ODBA [9,33] and the SoV [31,27] methods were 
applied as well as developing a Nested MABA for spin chains without U(1) related to higher 
rank algebras where only the spectrum was obtained in few cases from the ODBA, see e.g. [11].
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Appendix A. Functions
We use the following functions throughout the text,
b(u) = u− u
−1
q − q−1 , k
−(u) = ν−u+ ν+u−1,
k+(u) = +u+ −u−1, c(u) = u2 − u−2, (A.1)
φ(u) = b(q
2u2)
b(qu2)
, G(u, v) = 1
b(u/v)b(quv)
,
F˜ (u, v) = (v/u)G(u, v)b(q
2u2)
φ(v)
, (A.2)
f (u, v) = b(qv/u)b(uv)
b(v/u)b(quv)
, g(u, v) = φ(q
−1v−1)
b(u/v)
, w(u, v) = − 1
b(quv)
, (A.3)
h(u, v) = b(q
2uv)b(qu/v)
b(quv)b(u/v)
, k(u, v) = φ(u)
b(v/u)
, n(u, v) = φ(u)φ(q
−1v−1)
b(quv)
, (A.4)
γ (u,m) = αq−mu− βqmu−1, γ (1,m) = γm, (A.5)
g(u, v,m) = γ (u/v,m+ 1)
γm+1
g(u, v), w(u, v,m) = γ (uv,m)
γm+1
w(u,v), (A.6)
k(u, v,m) = γ (v/u,m+ 1)
γm+1
k(u, v), n(u, v,m) = γ (1/(uv),m+ 2)
γm+1
n(u, v). (A.7)
The following functional relations hold
f (u, u¯)+
M∑
i=1
g(u,ui,m− 2)f (ui, u¯i)− φ(ui)w(u,ui,m− 2)h(ui, u¯i) = γm−2M−1
γm−1
,
(A.8)
and
h(u, u¯)+ φ(u)−1
M∑
i=1
φ(ui)k(u,ui,m− 2)h(ui, u¯i)− n(u,ui,m− 2)f (ui, u¯i)
= γm−2M−1
γm−1
. (A.9)
To prove these functional relations we consider them as a function of u. One can easily check 
that the left hand side of these equations are holomorphic functions on the full complex plane, 
thus they are constant. To evaluate these constants one sends u to infinity and use the relation
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i=1
φ(ui)h(ui, u¯i)+ φ(q−1u−1i )f (ui, u¯i) =
q2M − q−2M
q − q−1 . (A.10)
This relation can be proved in a similar way. The left hand side is a symmetric function of the 
set u¯, so one can consider it as a single variable function of any uk and show that for generic 
parameter u¯k this function is holomorphic on the full complex plane, thus it is constant. Then 
sending uk to infinity one find a recursion relation on M that fix the constant.
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